All You Need for Your Tire Storage

Unique Tire Storage
Solutions
Safe
Fast
Without manual
handling
Flexible

Over 20 years of experience with tire storages enable us to offer
custom-build and highly perfected solutions.

Effective Solutions
We always offer the most viable
storaging solutions according to the
needs of the customer.
Our solutions give speed, efficiency
and operational reliability for your
storaging needs.

Compatibility with
Frendix TireStorage
products

Our operations
1)

Determining the requirements for the
tire storage

2)

Selection of tire racks

3)

Selection of tire stackers and tire
accessories

4)

Setting up TireManager - a tire
warehouse management software

Versatile Racks
Best Return

Safe

Compatible

Get the most out of your
storage space cost effectively.

All storage elements are CE
approved.

All Frendix elements are
adaptable and fit perfectly
together.

Use TireManager to place your
tires optimally.

Handle your tires quickly and
safely without any need to
touch them by hand.

Fixed racks.

Manually movable racks.

Automatic Logic-Controlled Tire
Storage with Movable Racking
System

From the touch screen you can control the racks and read information about them. Use the
gathered information about the racks to anticipate maintenance work.

Efficient

Effortless

Safe

Increase productivity of your
storage by storing more tires
in the same space.

The selected rack aisle opens
automatically at the right
place.

The electrical system enables
longer and higher racks.

The electrical system reduces
manual work and working
hours.

The predetermined
acceleration and braking paces
for the racks ensure that the
tires never fall off.
A light curtain and an
emergency stop switch
prevent accidents.

Racks for Every Need

Fixed
Racks

Movable
Racks

Options

Layout

Description

Tire set racks

4 tires horizontally stacked

Without manual handling of tire
sets, quickly and safely

Vertical racks

Tires vertically next to
each other

Affordable investment for new tires

Combi racks

Truck and car tires on the
same racks

Flexible and versatile storaging

Manual

4 tires horizontally stacked

Without manual handling of tire
sets, quickly and safely
Maximum benefit from your space in
small warehouses

Electrical

4 tires horizontally stacked

Without manual handling of tire
sets, quickly and safely
Best fit for large warehouses

Electrically movable racks.

Fixed combi racks.

Tire Stackers and Tire Trucks for
All Purposes

For All Tire Storages
- Warehouses with high racks
- Warehouses with long distances
- For narrow rack aisles
Tire stackers and tire trucks work smoothly
together with all Frendix storage solutions.

Manufactured in Finland
High quality parts
Frendix Tire Stackers and Tire Trucks are
manufactured in Finland.

Careful planning

The Main Types of Tire Stackers

FXA

FXE

FXS

Technical data
FXA

FXE

FXS

- 5 levels
- Small turning radius
- Cost-effective
- Manual
- Electric lift

- 7 levels
- Ergonomic
- Fast
- Pedestrian stacker
- Overhead guard

- 8 levels
- Very safe
- Very fast
- Top ergonomics
- Stand on truck

Tire Assessories
Frendix tire assessories are designed to work seamlessly together with Frendix tire racks and
stackers.

Get tires from the bottom
level with the help of tire sack
trolley.

With Frendix tire trolley you
can easily move the set to the
tire changing place.

Removable fork extensions
bring safety to the handling of
SUV tires.
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